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The Comment
Faculty

Contract

by Governor King."
Faced by the Governor's
inaction, the MSCA Board of
Directors met this past Tuesday to
authorize President McGrath to
write the Board of Trustees in order
to recommence bargaining. The
. MSCA desires to resubmit its
original financial settlement. "We're
going with our original demands,"
said President McGrath, "because
nobody's given us any guidelines for
any sort of financial package. Why
should we sit down and bargain
against ourselves?" he added.
In a related action the MSCA
Board of Directors resolved to hold
CAIR, the 'Coalition for Auto comprised of citizens, profession a vote on each campus to have the
Insurance Reform, has recently als, and interested groups who are faculty authorize the MSCA Board
announced the formation of a concerned with the problems of an to decide to withold faculty services
student involvement program with auto insurance system that has should Governor King fail to fund
our contract before November 1st.
several area colleges and gone wrong and is getting worse.
CAIR believies that local colleges Bridgewater MSCA Chapter
universities.
This program extends to and universities can playa beneficial President Charles Angell explained,
both public and private institutions and mutually productive role in "We have to do something. The last
and will allow students to play an solving the crisis of auto theft, fraud, time we were in this situation, we
active role in correcting abuses abuse, and high premium rates in went forty-two months without a
salary increase. The lesson of that
which have made Massachusetts the Commomwealth.
Students involved in the program time is clear. Don't sit around
the auto theft captial of America.
Either as an intern or CAlR will organixe pilot CAlR· groups waiting for somebody else to decide
member, students of sociology, within their own college your fate. We're going to act and
political science. law business. and communities to spread the CAIR right now we're expressing our
C0mmunications will find this me~sage to ~ampus groups an.d intention to act in a forceful manner
available ~~dla o~tlets. ,They .:-VIII should this situation not be resolved
opportunit,:; ufpa;: ic.dar int<2r'2'5~,
als~ parh~l~ate .1~ vanous.,fleld,
credib.le and eqUitable fashion."
CAJR is a public information
Angell also announced the
education effort which is attempting projects Within their commumt1es.
Interested. students s~ould formation of a Campus Crisis
to correct the growing problems of
car theft and auto insurance fraud in contact CA.IR at 25 Huntmgton Committee responsible for dealing
Massachusetts, and the resultant Avenue. SUite 400. Boston, MA, with information and communica.
rise in auto insurance costs. It is 02116. Telephone (617) 536·2124.

After a sixty day review perioc
Governor Edward King has refuse(
to fund the contract ratified by th(
State College faculties and Board 01
Trustees. Massachusetts State
College Association President
Vincent McGrath has said,
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Ignored

"Governor King did not accept our
negotiated agreement. Governor
King did not reject our negotiated
agreement. Governor King did not
sign our negotiated agreement. We
do not have any precise reasons
why this agreement was not signed

CAIR Needs

Student Involvement

'ina

Celebration· Week Planned
for B.S.C.

•

by Cynthia Fryc
This year the 140th anniversary of
B.S.C. will beheld in conjunction
wit h Massachusetts. State College
Week. The week of Octobver 14th·
19th has been set aside for this time
and a series of special events have
been planned.
On .october 14 Andrew Young,
former ambassador to the U.N. will
speak in the Student Union

Ballroom. A luncheon will be held
afterwards.
On Wednesde.y, October 15,
Emeriti faculty will come to the
college for coffee and a tour of the
new Burnell Building. A luncheon, a
slide show, a sherry hour, and a tour
of the galleries <;ire also planned for
the Emeriti facuity.,
October 16 proves to be an
interesting day beginning with
•

".".,.,.,. "...,..,." . ,. . . "." .• , . ,.,.....",'i@ll\';'

Dean Jones, Office of Student Services. discusses plans for BSe
Celebration Week.

I

student/faculty
discussions on
current issues. Dr. Evelyn Murphy
former Secretary of Environment in
the Commonwealth will give a
lecture entitled "Hazardous Waste
Management".
Finally,
PIPPIN
presented by the Ensemble Theatre
will begin a three-night run in the
B.S.C. auditorium.
"Family Day" will be held on
October 17 from 1:00-5:00.' Families
of all students are encoL.:raged to
visit the college at this time. There
will be tours of the camp1,.ls,
rne.et ings with selected ad·
ministrators, visits of classrooms.
and an invitation to join students for
an evening meal at the dormitory or
cafeteria. Also, on Friday. Life
Science Career Seminar will be held
and the Biology Department will
hoild special meetings and
discussions.
PIPPIN will have its final
performance on Saturday October
18th. Also this is the night· of the
Alumni Dinner/theatre party.
Finally, on October 19th the week
long activities will come to a close.
There will. be an Open House where
ther will be exhibits, demon.
strations, and information from all
departments. At 2:00 pm."The
Muppet Movie" will be shown in the
Student Union Auditorium.
Much hard work has been put
into this week of activities.
There are several activities which
have been planned for Family Day
(Cont. on p.3)

Prof. Charles Angell, Bridgewater MSCA Chapter President, discusses
Governor King's recent choice to leave faculty c.ontract unsigned.
tion to the Chapter membership.
Angell has named Don Johnson of
the English Department. Mike
Kryzanek. of Political Science. and
Bill Levin from Sociology to the
~ommittee:

"Teachers often cnt!clze students
for their apathy," Angell said, "and
urge 'students to get involved' iwth
their education. Now the time has
arrived when we've got to practice
what we preach."

NEW COMMENT·
DEADLINES:
News Articles
Classified Ads
Personals
Letters
Announcements'
Fridays
at Noon
ELECTIONS
Class a! 1981:
three senators
Class of 1983:
Treasurer

Class of 1984:
Dresident

Vice·President
Treasurer
:,ecretary

of 1982:
Yearbook rep

Class

Publicity Director
four SGA Senators
two Yeorbook reps
Social Director

Nomination Papers Auoilable--Sept.24
Due··Oct.1
Primary··Dct. 3
Final Election·-Dct. 8
More info call 421, 422

REFERENDUM RESULTS:
Yes---330
NO--- 10
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picture. Once you ban one movie.
every other form of entertainment
lies open to attack by special
interest groups. First it will be
movies, then books, then
newspapers, and telelvision. Once
we lose our freedom of speech,
everything else is moot. It is much
better to have the right to choose
whether you want to do something
or not. than have somebody take
that right away.
.
In closing, I would like to say that
the movie does portray acts of
violence against women. and
although this is clearly a bad point of
the movie, that in itself does- not
make the movie meritless. The killer
is caught and locked away in the
end. I am sorry that Miss Medeiros
is intent on banning everything she
doesn't agree with. She is not totally
wrong, I just wish she were more
openminded.
From a fellow "persyn"
Michael S. Butzgy

Editorials
The Comment is a student-funded. student-run newspaper. It is your
newspaper. The Comment is supported by your Student Government
Association fees. The Editorial Board would like to provide a quality
newspaper for you that includes a lot of useful information concerning
recent happenings and services. The Editorial Board needs your help to
develop the newspaper into a more effective product. Recent
orgar:izational problems, .loss of experienced staff members, and a
seemmgly general lack of interest on the part of the student body has left
the demanding task of producing a weekly newspaper up to a
few,students. It is emfair for a campus of over 4,000 students to leaw the
entire responsibility to a few, interested students who have academic as
well as personal obligations such as working part·time job.
After looking at the situation and giving various soluti6nscareful
consi~erations, I ~ave decided to begin to tackle this p~oblem by
changmg the deadltnes of all announcements, n~ws articles, let~ers to the
editor, commentaries. personals and all other classified ads to; Fridays
at Noon. This will allow for a great deal of advanced typing which can aid
the Production Staff. This measure can only help us if you adhere to
these new deadlines. There will be a Typing Workshop this Saturday
morning at 10:00 in The Comment office, located in the STuder)! Union
Building, for all those interested in helping out with the newspaper.
The Student Government Association is organizing a reception for
The Comment on FriciayOctober 10th from 10.~m·12in the STudent
Union Green Room. Tt is an open reception andaJl those interested in
learning about their student newspaper can come and have a cup of
coffee?r punch, etc, and meet with me. There will be Typing Workshops
that Fnday afternoon and the following Saturday morning. The Editorial
~oard. is willing to teach interested students in the areas of; photograiJh~',
mtervlewing, typsetting. layout/production work, and other skills. You
don't have to have a lot of previous newspaper experience to express
some interest in The Comment.
If you h~ve a busy schedul~ and are still interested in the newspaper,
staff meetmgs are held every Tuesday at 11am. Feel free to drop in any
time and make an appointment to see the Editor-in-Chief to discuss~the
area(s) of the newspaper that you are interested in. The Editorial Board
iswi.lling to make themselves available to teach various skills and help
you III any way they can. Remember it is your newspaper. You as paying
students must show an interest in learning, submitting material, and
adhering to the deadlines if you would like to see a newspaper every
week.
SJA
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Letters
Cont. on p.9
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{Letters to the Editot11

Dear Editor,
I wish· tomake a rebuttai to
Elizabeth Medeiros' review of my
review of "Dressed to Kill."
I praised "Dressed to Kill"
because I thought it was a classy,
'vVell done film. I did not praise it
because it portrays violence against
women. I stated in my review that I
did not like the. way the victims were
made to look like they deserved
what they got. rthink Miss Medeiros
is simply using my review as target,
because she didn't like the film.
Where does Miss Medeiros get off
with this idea. of "violence against
womyn" only? We "myn" aren't ~
totally safe either. I wish she would
understand that acts of violence are
committed against "people"; not
womyn or myn. Men and women
are not two armed camps doing
battle against each other. And don't

plan to do all that I can to give my Bridgewater. Although we are
wife an informal but very meaningful limited as to how we. can do this I
graduation ceremony and party would like to send Joanne a ca;d
'here in the Phillipines. I need some froPl the class. along with the best
assistance in fulfilling my plans and I wi..shes of as many seniors who
hope that you will be able to help would like to sign it! Maybe we could
me. Enclosed· is a money order to enclose another gift-suggestions are
obtain a cap. gown, and tassel, and encouraged. A table will be set up
also a size small Bridgewater STare outside the bookstore for the week
sweatshirt. If there is any way of October 6th through 10th-Please
possible for you to send me a cap, stop by and sign the card! Someone
gown, and tassel before your will be there if you would like to
Christmas break. I would be deeply leave a suggestion as to anything
grateful. If you cannot obtain and else we can do to make the
send the Class of 81 material then I 3 r aduation ceremony in the
will without question accept the Phillipines a part of the graduation
Class of 80 material if that would be :eremony at B.S.C.
easier for you to obtain. Either way,
Sincerely,
it is very important that I have
Kim Cleghorn
something by this January. The
President, Class of 19R1
sweatshirt is something that my wife
wanted as a present and again I
would appreciate anything you
could do on that. I hope that the
enclosed money order will cover the
cost of obtaining and mailing these
,
.
,
items to me. It if costs, more, just let
me know and [ assure you that I will
send you the balance.
I would like to thank you in
advance for your time, effort, and
;
assistance on this matter. I hope y()u
have a mild winter and a prosperous'
'
school year

forget, men are raped, battered, and
murdered, too, and that women
don't have C) monopoly on being
afraid. As a person, r am scared of
acts of violence, but I am also scared
of nuclear war, poisoned food, and
other humyn fears. So Miss
Medeiros is not alone in her
paranoia.
What really bothered me,
however, was her statement that
"Dressed to Kill" should be banned.
Fine. Let's ban "Dressed to Kill" for
its violence towards women. Let's
ban "CaHgula" for its pornographic
content. tet's ban "When a
Stranger Calls" for its condoning the
use of the telephone for illegal
purposes. Let's ban "Apocalypse
Now" because it derides official U.S.
action in Vietnam. And let's ban
"Mary Poppins" because it isn't
realistic enouqh. You get the

Seniors
Open letter to the Class of 1981,
Dear Seniors,
Last week I received a letter
concerning a fellow student who is
finishing up her degree teaching in
the Philippines. The letter was so
trmching I had to share it with the
class. Her name is Joanne Pearson,
'and her husband wrote fhe
follhwing;
I am writing you this letter in
regards to my wife Jo Anne, who is a
~ellC1w classmate of yours. I am in the
United S;t~tes Marine Corps and I
am presently stationed in the
Republic of the Phillipines. While I
was stationed at NAS South
Weymouth, Ma., my wife completed
her academic studies at
Bridgewater. She is presently doing
her student teaching at a
Department of Defense school here
in the Phillipines. She is still in
contact with the Student Teaching
Department of Bridgewater and
expects to receive her teaching
certification in January from
Bridgewater State.
As I'm sure you realize, obtaining
a college degree is something one
cherishes forever. In the case of my
:wife, the day she receives her
certification will be especially
meaningful to her as she has
traveled the world with me as I was
transferred. She has attended three
different collges ~nd it has taken her
six years of dedication to me and to
her studies for her to finally reach
her goal or recelvmg her
certification and Degree.
I recently received your letter
concerning cap, gown. and tassel
for your graduatio~ ne~t spring. As
we are 13,000 miles from
Bridgewater my wife will not be able
to participate in· any official
graduation ceremonies. The~efore, I

Staff Meetings
Tuesdays
What I would now like to do to
try and bring Mr. and Mrs.
at 11:00am
Pearson's celebration closer to
IS
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IAnnouncements ICe n t e r for International
... ," WRiTiNG

Education

"CEN'TER'JiOURS

The Writing, Center, lucated in Maxwell Library 238, exists to serve
any(j~le needmgassistance w!th his or her writing. Whatever the pr~)blem,
staff III the Writing Center will help fmd a solution. The Fall' 1980 I
.
are:'
'
luurs
Monday: 9:00am·11:00am, 2:00pm.3:00pm
Tuesday: 9:00am·12:00, 1:00pm.3:00pm
Wednesday: 1O:00am·l1 :OOam, 2:00pm.3:00pm
Th~rsday: 9:0021111·12:00, 1:00pm-3:00pm
,
Fnday: 10:00am·12:00, 2:00pm.3:00pm
.
~_ Fee! ~ree to drop lJ1 at any of the above items for an appointment. For
fdd,ltl~)ll~l.mf()rn,latl.on c~Jlc~nlr)USextenslon 545.

f'

CAREER PLANNING AND PI.ACi.MENT

T!:'~st dn~ registration dates are as follows; the G.M.A.T. tesi date is

~I~ :.25. Its reglstrat~on ~i1tel: Sept. 22 a,nd late registration is Sept. 25.29.

~ L.S ..A.T. te~t date IS Del. 6, the registration date is NOv Wand Late
. t '
reglstJa!lon is Nov. 17. The G REtest date is Oct 18 th'
dat 'S
1U
d hi"
.
. , e regIs ration
an . t e, ate regIstration is Sept. 19·23. The N .T.E. test
. e I~ ('pI.
date IS ~ov. 8. registration date is Oct. B. and late registration is Oct 15
. The Mdler Analogy Test is given every Wed in the D C E t·f' - . . h
Libra
t 2 15
'
"
' . . .0 ICE' In t e
,c ry 1'1
:
• registration 111 advancE'. Contact the Career Plannin and
Plae ement for more II1formation.
g
(.1

.............. _ ..

RA THSKEiiER··HOiiRS···· .. ·.. '. ... .. .. ..................... .

The new Rathskeller hours are'
Monday·Thursday 4·11:45
Friday 4·12:45
SaturddY 8·12:45
Sundays 1·7:00 football on the Big Screen
a fter trome football games; 3-6:00pm
~~~hRa~~s~eller provides a variety of entertainment, sports and movieE
e. Ig ~reen TV as well as a variety of domestic .:wd Imported beer
an d wme, pIzza, salads, subs, and marC:'

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP "RAP" SESSIONS
The groups will meet for qne hour (8 weeks). The time and day will bE
determined by those interested.
Spiritual Counterfeits: Confrontation of the Cults--Ar
examination of the "Moonies" and other "cult" groups.
Faith for p'ersonal Crises--Discussions will include such crises as peer
relationships. family conflicts, loneliness and anxiety. The purpose will
be to discuss ways of moving positively to overcome these conflicts.
Trying to be Christian--Does mil Christian Iife·style include real
Christian community or am I a Lone Ranger Christian? Is my life·style
legalistic or based on love'? Do I have a Chrjstian life·style when it is much
easier to live in No Sweat City'?
The Sacred Cows are Dying-Events force us to change or discard the
values by which we live. These events push "our little boats"· off course.
The experience of college is one of those events. Values help us in the
decision--making process and they help us by providing us with a sense
of stability in a world of change.
Students interested in any of these groups, which meet for 8 weeks
beginnIng the last week of September, should leave their class schedule,
name and address (mail box no.) in the Christian Fellowship office,
Student Union. 3rd floor. The groups are open to all students.
YEARBOOK STAFF
If you can draw, photograph, write: if you like sports, theatre, academics;
if you like social life, or just generally living" join our staff. The BSC
Yearbook is in need of an Assistant Editor in Chief, representatives, or
general staff persons. Stop by the SGA, fill out a form so we can get in
touch with you.
EDUCA TION COLLOQUIUM
On Tuesday, October 7 at 11:00am Dr. Paul hescott of the Department
of Educational Services will lecture on Legal Aspects: Accountability and
Responsibility under Chapter 766 and 94·142. Students are welcome to
attend in the Library Conference Room 1. It is sponsored by the Diyision
of Professional Education.

.... RAPEPANEi' riisciissio"N' ....... '.' ................. .
For everyone who is interested, the Action Center for Womyn will
sponsor a Panel Discussion on Rape this October 7th at 7:30 in the
Ballr?om. This panel will feature Fran MCIntyre. Attorney of Law, Joan
Proffit from the Rape Crisis Center in Brockton, and a member from the
R.ape Unit of the ~ridgewater Police Department. These experts will
dISCUSS ra~e and Its afte: effe~ts. There will also bea question and
answer penod .after the dISCUSSIon. Please come and bring a friend.

Received

Visiting Prof from
Poland

by Jeanne Lima
that the I::$altlc bea,
bordering on the north of Poland,
compares to Cape Cod as a
summer tourist attraction,
especially since Poland experiences
a change of seasons similar to New
England.
We finally arrived at Grandma's
restaurant in Buzzards Bay, wher.e
Dr. Drwal tried his first Boston
creme pie. "This is nice," he
responded after one bite. We
discussed meal habits in Poland. For
instance, the Polish people eat
breakfast at 7:00 a.m., depart for
their jobs, and then eat a "second
breakfast" of sandwiches at 10:00
a.m. during their ten·minute break.
No lunch hour is offered, but the
workers are allowed to go home at
3:00 p.m.
; During our repast of coffee and
pie, we compared Polish culture to
that in 'the United States.
Transportation presented an
interesting topic. The average
Polish citizen. for instance, cannot
afford a car. However, he does not
require a vehicle because his job and
the stores he patronizes are
concentrated in the downtown area;
whereas, in the United States, our
dependence :on the car has
produced the vast growth of
shopping malls in the suburbs.
Factories and plants are likewise
situated downtown in Poland.
Practically all industry is
government owned. However, only
20·30<?b of, the agricultural area is
state·run; the rest of this land is
privately owned by the farmers.
These are what Dr. Drwa\ called the
eXpla1l1

competition which the Polish
government stifles by setting fixed
prices.
We also discussed the voting
system in Poland, a very apt topic in
view of the primaries now being held
in the United States. Although
"elections" occur in Poland, no
choice of candidate is afforded by
the citizen. He simply votes for the
list of politicians that will take office.
Furthermore, it appears an
unwritten law that the Polish citizen
must vote. If he doe.m't, for
example, he may find it difficult to
. procure a hunting liscence.
Likewise, a Polish cit;zen, living in
the United States, must vote
absentee .at, the embassy in
Washington, D.C. or at the Polish
counselate in his nearby city.
Of course, many Polish citizens,
living in the United States',
eventually become American
citizens. As Dr. Drwal explained,
two main waves of immigration have
occurred. The first, previous to the
world wars, took place mainly for
economic reasons. Poverty·
stricken Polish citizens left their
country to improve their standard of
living. The second wave, during
World War II and afterwards,
occurred mainly for political
reasons. Polish citizens who
disagreed with the totalitarian
system left their country to enjoy
democracy in the United States.
Many Jews also fled Poland to find
refuge from the Nazis during World
War II.
My conversation with Dr.-Drwal
has proven an enlightening
"c:aj:>rtailsts"':of'Potainet
cu1tiital.¥;?xperfence, Not ontyhave 1·
EconomiCally, Poland suffers the become aware of Polish customs,
effects of inflation. When I pointed but T !-:::'Vl::! also enriched my
out this identical problem in +h: Knowledge of American ways of life.
United States, Dr. Drwal offered his Perhaps one of the truest ways
opinion that, on the whole, the towards understanding one's own
democratic countries enjoy a country lies in studying another
nealthler economy than the
cou"ntry as a basis for comparison.
Plaza, we visited Cape Cod Canal. totalitarian governments. Our
Dr. Drwal took this opportunity to private enterprise system stimulates

On February 26, 1980, the Center
for International Educationreceived
a visitmg educator from Poland. Dr.
Drwal, professor of psychology at
the University of Lublin, arrived for
his first introduction to the United
States.
During our tour of the shopping
mall at the Cranberry Plaza, Dr.
Drwal was impressed by the wide
selection of products offered in the
United States. In King:s
Department Store, he particularly
noticed the bluejeans, a favorite
American item among Polish
visitors. Our electronic computer
games likewise attracted him.
Howev.er, he found the sale prices
at King's, as well as the varying
retails from store to store
somewhat confusing. In his country:
the stores are government·run, and
therefore, prices remain fixed
among the various merchants.
When we visited Dunnington's
drugstore, Dr. Drwal was amazed
by the array of household goods,
candy, jewelry, and cosmetics.
Pointing at the pharmacy section in
~he back of Dunnington's, he
explained that this area comprised a
whole drugstore in Poland.
Angelo's Supermarket likewise
fascinated the professor. again, he
was impressed by the selection of
goods. For instance, our
supermarkets offer a wide range of
produce. However, in Poland,
apples are grown; oranges and
bananas are' imported, but other
fruits remain scarce. Beef is also
difficult to purchase in Polish
stlpermal"keits.~£fit"an~~dy "al1ough
Dr. Dtwal did not think our beef
prices were high.} Nevertheless, he
quickly recognized P~psi·Cola and
Coca-Cola. since American
industry has extended its influence
over soft drinks in Poland.
After our tour' of the Cranberry

B.S.C. Celebration Week is
I

Highlighted by Family Day
(Cont. from p.l) .
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;

CA THOLIC CENTER
The Center is open daily from 8am to llpm. Fr.McNamara can be
contacted anytime at ext. 555. The Mass Schedule is: Daily~·12:0Spm,
Saturday--4:00pm, Sunday--9:00am (Children's Liturgy), 1O:45am, and
7:00pm, Thursday--12:05pm and 4:05pm. Penance is celebrated before
or after any Mass and also Wed--3-4pm, and Sat--3-3:45pm. Counseling
is available at any time. The Center offers the following facilities; a library
with over 3,000 volumes, typewriters, tape recorders, several study
areas and serninar rooms. There is also a large kitchen and diniilg area.
CENTER OFFERS CLASSES
This semester four class.es are being presented at the Center. Intro to
the Gospels, Mondays from 4:30·5:1Spm. An understanding ~f the
Gospels is imrjortant for a growing and maturing faith. The classes will
review in perspective the four Gospels. Each Gospel reflects a unique
, faith focus. A new Testament will be given to each person attending.
Why Catholic?, Wednesdays 4:30·5: 15. This class will stress the
underlying Cat holie orient at ion or perspective on subjects such as Faith"
Tradition, Bible, Sacraments, Family, Death, Life, etc. Each meeting will
involve a one-half hour taped present~tion followed by a discussion.
Christian Prayer, Mondays 7:00pm. An introduction to Christian
Prayer by means of sharing the scriptures and an introduction to a simple
but effective form of Contemplative Prayer known a$ the Prayer of
Centering. Centering Prayer has certain similarities with Transcendental
Meditation.
Marriage Preparation, Sunday afternoons, Oct. 26·Nov. 23. These
meetings are designed to meet the urgent need for couples to reflect on
this seriOUS, final decision, on the great possibilities of Christian
marriage.

on October 17th. Highlights of
Family Day will include the
following;
There will be a Campus Open
House from 1pm to Spm. Class
visits , campus tours, department
receptions, exhibits and
demonstrations, student performances, meetings with advisors and
other staff personnel, and residence
hall open houses are included.
Special Interest Sessions will take
place betwe~n 1:30pm and 2:30pm.
the Academic Affairs and Career
Planning and Placement Offices will
present, "Meeting the Challenges of
the '80's: Academics to Career."
"The Residential Experience" will be
presented' by members of the
Housing Office ·Staff.
From 2:30pm to 4:00pm, there
will be a FAmily Day Reception
featuring light refreshements. The
Financial Aid Office will present an
overview entitled, "Financing a
College Education'" from 3:00 to
4:00pm. There will be a question and

answer session with student
represer-,tatives who will respond to
,your concerns and interests
entitled, "From the Eyes of
STudents," and will take place at
this time.
Other events which will be
conducted during the day include;
an open house at the Catholic
Center from 12 to Spm; an
exhibition of New Games from Ipm
to 3pm at the Quadrangle; a slide
tape prese'ntation entitled
"Bridgewater State College: Past,
Present, and Your Future" at the
Maxwell library Lecture Hall from
1pm to Spm; and a Teaching
Materials Display by the Elementary
and Early Childhood Education
Department at the Media Center
located in the Burnell School from
1pm to Spm.
The evening events of Family Day
will include a Student/Family Buffet
Dinner featuring steamship roast of
beef. Tickets will be sold at $5.00
each and must be pl'rchased by

October 14th at the Office of
STudent Services. (Students on the
Food Service 19 Meal Plan may use
their meal tickets.) The Family Day
Ensemble Theatre Performance of
the award winning musical "Pippin"
will take place at 8:00pm. Tickets at
$4.00 each may be purchased
through the Box Office in the
Student Union.
If your parents have not received
an invitational letter to Family Day,
stop by the Office of Student
Services. If' any clubs, organizations, or other groups would like to
set up an exhibit for Family Day,
please contact Dean Jones in the
Office of Student· Services. Dean
Jones is also looking for students to
help out as hosts, or hostesses
during the day. She needs students
to help in many areas during the
Open House on Sunday.
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St at e C an di da cy

AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOO L ADMIS SIONS
EXAMI NA TIONS

For seniors conside ring further graduat e educatio n next year, there
are several tests usually required of applican ts. Several of those
that
you should be aware of this semeste r: Gradua te Record
Examin ation, Decemb er 13th; Law School Admissi ons Test,
Decemb er 6th; G.raduate Manage ment Admissi ons Test, January
24th (Dec. 3rd, deadline); National teacher Exam, Novemb er 8th
and
the Foreign Service Officer Exam, Decemb er 6th.
In most cases, application dealines are 3-4 weeks before the test dates.
For informa tion and applicat ions on these and other tests, visit
the
Career Plannin g and Placeme nt OffJce.

FLU CLINI C'
There will be a Flu Clinic held on Thursda y and Friday (Oct 9th and
10th)
from 8am to 4pm at the College Health Services , Tilly.

CA THOLI C CENTER OPEN HOUSE
There will be an Open House at the Catholic Center Sunday ' evening
Octobe r 5th from 8:00 to 9:00. Everyon e is invited. Refresh ments
will be
served and you will have a chance to familiarize yourself with the facilities
at the Center.

ANDER SON COOR DINAT OR NAME D

The Nationa l Unity Campai gn for John Anderso n announc ed.this
week
that BSC senior political science major Chris Gillon has been named
campus coordin ator for anderso n support ers in the upcomin
g
presiden tial election . Chris has been organizi ng campaig n actil,..'itie
s on
campus and is eager to hear from volunte ers willing to assist
in the
Ande_3 0n effort. An organiza tional meeting will be held on Tues;
Oct. 7
at Ham in LIDS. If you are unable to make this meeting , Chris can
be
contact ed with a message left at the Political Science Dept., ext.
242. If
you just wish to learn more about John Anderso n, feel free to contact
Chris, election timne is just around the corner.

by Karen Redding ton
Profess or Richard Stafford , an
insructo r of Psychol ogy here at
B.S.C., is runnin g' for State
Represe ntative in District nine
which includes the towns of
Dartmo uth, Freetow n, Berkley , and
Lakeville. His qualific ations for this
position are quite diverse. He holds
degrees from the Bradfor d Durfee
Textile School (now Southe astern
Massac husetts Univers ity), the
Univer sity of Chicag o, and
Prince ton Univer sity. He is
currentl y a membe r of the Americ an
Assoc iation of Unive rsity
Profes sors, the Ameri can
Psycho logy Associ ation,. the
Massac husetts Teache rs Associa tion, and the Nationa l Council on
Measur ements in Educati on. He

served as a major in the U.S. Air
Force and has been active in many
aspects in the legislative process .
He strongly support s the addition
of a new party to the ballot. This
party which is known as the
Citizen' s Party is based upon the
idea that it is essentia l for the
Americ an people to take part in
governm ent. The party allows
citizens to help develop platform s
and to choose nomine es whom they
feel are most qualified.
The main issues that both the
Citizen' s Party and Profess or
Staffor d suppor t include s a
reductio n in military spendin g, a halt
to nuclear power, a Democr atically
manage d econom y aimed at
support ing local neighbo rhoods and
commun ities and protecti on of civil

and human nghts here and abroad.
As State Treasur er of the Citizen' s
Party, Profess or Stafford feels that
this is the time for some
governm ental changes to help
overcom e the threaten ing problem s
of inflation, unempl oyment , and the
dispersa l of funds for the military.
BecaLise the Citizen' s Party is not
yet a part of the ballot, Profess or
Stafford will run as an Indepen dent.
With his many years of experie nce
in both- commu nity affairs and local
governm ent, it seems that Prof.
Stafrord is prepare d for the position .
If any person is interest ed in
obtainin g more informa tion about
his candida cy or the Citizen' s Party,
you can reach Profess or Stafford at
extensio n 264, or in person in the
Burnell building, office 333.
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MBA FORUM
For seniors and other students thinking about graduat e SGhool
in
busines s, there will be two special forums held inBosto n this fail.
Over
100 graduat e schools of business will be there to answer any question
s
regardin g admissi ons, curricul a, financial aid, and career opportu nities:
These will be held at Northea stern UNiversity, the Ell Center, on; Friday,
Octobe r 31 from 3-8, and on Saturda y, Novemb er 1 from:
10-4.
Worksh ops will be held on Friday at 5:30 and 7:00 and Saturda y at
10:30,
noon, and one. Additional information is available in the Career Plannin
g
and Placeme nt Office.

TEMPO RARY J.D. 'S

The tempora ry LO:s that were issue two weeks ago, expired
on
T uesday. Sept,3~~ N~. LD, cardsm ustbein your po~ses~iol1in ordeJ
bO'M'DWlibrary bOOKS, enter the Rathske llerand purchas e tiCkets to
to.
events held in the Union. The 1.0. schedul e for Octobe r is as follow';:;:
.
Wed. 10/1 6-8pm
Tues. 10/7 11-12
Thurs. 10/9 6-8pm
Tues. 10/14 11-12
Mon. 10/20 6-8
Tues. 10/21 11-12
Tues. 10/28 11-12.
Tues. 10/28 6-8 .
The1.D . Room is located on the second floor (top) of the B.S_C.S Tudent
Union
•
.
Student Union.

CAMP US POLIC E REMIN DER

The annual fall vehicle inspecti on period is currentl y underw ay.
Have
your vehicles inspectf-'d before the deadline . OCTOB ER 15,
1980.
Remem ber. this deadline . Don't get caught short.

HPER CLUB
The Health, Physica l Educati on and Recreat ion Club will be sponsor
ing
an October fest Maratho n on Octobe r 18th. This will consist of an
entire
day of activities beginning at 8:30am and conclud ing at 9:00pm. Included
will bea 4-6pm skating session at Riverda le Rollerw orld and from
6:307:30 a hayride. More information will follow as to signing up. The HPER
is
also sponsor ing a T-shirt designing contest. Prizes will be awarded
to the
student or faculty member who submits the best design or slogan.
Start
thinking of designs now and the criteria for the contest will bE; posted
in
the gym lobby beginning Monday .
.......
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The Student Council for Exceptio nal Children is sponsor ing a Fun
Field
. Day Saturda y, October 4th; from 12:00 to 4:30 at LIe Kelly Gym_
All
interest ed student s are more than welcom e to help make the
day a
success . For more information plea$€ cOJ,)tact Louise at ')97-7585
.

THE MAKE

.

On Friday, Octobe r 3rd, in the ballroom from 8-12, the band "The Make"
will be perform ing. Tickets are on sale in the info booth fOf $1. 75.
Mass
license is required to enter the lounge. All ages welcom e. Sponso red
by
the Student Union Program Commit tee.
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Please refrain from.th e removal
traffic signs. When signs are taken
down Jives are endange red. Please becorisi derafe of motoris ts because
signs do save lives.
.
•
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ARTS MAGA ZINE

o. •••

The staff of the Arts Magazin e meets every Tuesday morning at 11
in the
cubicle area, near the Game Room. Anyone with an interest
in the
creative arts is invited to join at any time. Oct. 16 is the submiss
ion
deadline for our fifst issue. Drop off your poetry, short story, one-act
play, music, song, print, photo, sketch, or whateve r you can contribu
te
to the ARts Magazin e mailbox i.n the S.U . Info Booth. Be sure to pot
your
name on your work so. we can recogniz e you in the magazin
e.
Photogr aphs should be black and white. All graphics should have
your
name and address so we may return the original loyou. Please submit
only copies of your written work, as this material is not returned to
you.
We're looking forward to making this first issue a real success .

EMPLO YMEN T AVAIL ABLE
The Studen t Union has an opening for a student employ ee with
special
- skills in bike repairs. Qualifie d student s should apply in the
Studen t
Union Info Booth.
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Stud ent Unio n

RATHSKELLER

•
:
:

:

i

Com e down to the
•
S.U~ Rath skell er and
:
enjoy a variety of enter tainm ent, sport s :
+ and movi es on the BigScreen TV as well •
:
as a variety of dome stic and impo rted
:
:
beer and wine, pizza , burgers, salads,
:
+
.'
subs and more!
•
+..

•

+
:

HOU RS ARE :
Mon .-Thu rs. -. '4-11:45
Fri. - 4-12:45
Sat. - 8-12;45

:
:
•
:

•
•
after home football game s 3pM :•
•
•+
+
+
+

:

: so BE SU~E TO STO P DOW N AND
•
:

•:

ENJO Y!!!!
(Be sure to bring your ID and Mas s.

Licen ce!)

•
:

•
:

•:
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Reorganization
Effective
in March
by Sue Asci
The reorganization of the Massachusetts Stak College System is 1i1
the process of being set up. The present system is in operation until
March 1. 1981.'1 he new plan. voted into the fiscal 1981 budget, provides
for many changes in the statt.?'s public educ(ltion administrative
structure. Mr. James R. Martin. appointed Chairman of the Board of
Regents. recently made a visit to the Brid~ewi.1taE'r StClte College
campus.

"They are looking to he sure thc:lt
the various instituIIUllS are
responsive to the needs of the
studentt;, the agencies of the
Commonwealth. the job m"l!"ket,
and the citizens. I had the stronQ
impression that he (Mr. Martin)
interested in understandin~ th(>
institution in depth··where it had
been, what its philosophy was, what
its strong historical programs have
been, what recent changes it has
made, and what it anticipates over
the next several years."
.

wa;

Fall Auto
Inspection

Ends
Oct. 15th

Third Annual
Greenpeace Walk
Planned

Over 500 walkers are expected to turn out for the Third Annual
Greenpeace Walk for the Whales at Boston's Waterfront Park on
The' fall motor Registry inspection Saturday. October 18th. The Walk is 'The most vital fundraiser of the
ends on October 15.
year for Greenpeace in New England," according to Greenpeace
I t1€ autumn semi-annual motor Director Peter Dykstra. "It's a great opportunity for the people of New
vehicle inspection will be a "rigorous England to show their support for theworkof Greenpeace," he said. The
one" according to Richard E. ten year·old environmental organization opened its Boston office in 1978
McLaughlin, Registrar of Motor
Proceeds from the Walk will go to continue the work of Greenpeace in
Vehi.cIes. The inspection. which protecting the whales from extinction, efforts to stop the annual
includes three and one half million slaughter of harp seals in Eastern Canada, and the wide spectrum of
motor vehicles and motorcycles ..~!II environmental issues addressed by the group. Prizes will be awarded to
begin September 1 and run through the wall-<ers who complete the IS-kilometer course with the highest
Wednesday, October 15.
.
pledge totals. Several celebrity walkers are also expected to attend.
the registrar 'said that after the
Walkers may start the IS· kilometer route at any time between 9am
spring inspection period ended.
and 2pm on the 18th. The course begins and ends at Waterfront Park,
nearly 2,000 citations were issued tll
passing by the Fanueil Hall Marketplace. through Downtown Boston,
motorists who had failed to obey the
across the Longfellow Bridge and along the Cambridge side of the
law.
Charles River to the Weeks Footbridge near Harvard Square, along the
The fall sticker, blue in color, Boston side of the Charles to Mass Ave., down the Commonwealth Ave
costs $2 with a charge of <r50 for Mall, through the PUblic Garden, Boston Common, and Downtown
trailers. Those not passing will be Crossing, and back to Waterfront Park.
marked with a rejection sticker.
Dykstra urged all who share a concern for the environment to turn out
inspectIon includes brakes, lights, on October 18th. "Greenpeace has proven its success in combatting
horn, exhaust system. steering.- environmental problems," he said. "We need everyone's support to
Adrian Rondileau, President of winshield and wipers, nu:nber
continue our success."
B.S.C.
plates, rear window, t~es, fenders. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
bumpers, external sheet metal and
the factory installed pollution
control system. Inspection of
reflectors, chock blocks. and splash
guards is included on trucks.
The registrar also warns that the
vehicle must have no signs or decals
on either the front or rear window
"It is the responsibility of those of except the inspection sticker itself,
us in education to provide the best which must be affixed to the lower
rationale ror what education ought
right corner 01 the windshield,
to do in a Democratic society. I
whether the vehicle is right or left
The opinions expressed here are those oj the author and not
recognize that that right is delegated
hand drive. Also, no ornaments may
representatiue
of the opinions held by The Comment Editorial
to me by Massachusetts citizens
Board.
hang from t he inside rear view
'and U.s. citizens. It is to that degree
mirror.
which it is carrierj out professionally
The registry also announced this
and responsibly that those people
week that due to a decision handed
who delegated that right to me will
down by a three judge federal court,
allow me to do it."
the so called "implied consent" or
~'brepthaJ~zer" statute is once again
valid and in full force.
Under that statute, police
by Leo Wiltshire
arresting a motor vehicle operator
In 1977 we lost Elvis and Ronnie. In lQ7P, ,"'~ iostKeith.ln 1979 we lost
upon probable cause for operating
Minnie. Now, in 1980 we\;c. ;\.1:;1 Johri.
under the influence. of intoxicating
Led Zeppelin was rehearsing for their first tour in years when John
liquor shall il1form the driver that his
Bonham died. Now, because of the group's long delays in albums and
refusal of the test will result in an
appearances, it is possible that we may never hearfrom Led Zeppelin
automatic 90-day suspension of his
again. And even if we did hear from Zeppelin (with a new drummer) it
license.
would not be the same. Is a Who concert the same without Keith Moon?
On refusal by an arrested driver Is an AC/DC concert the same without Bon Scott? We have lost another
to take the test, police must execute precious member of rock and roll.
an appropriate affidavit attesting to
I wasn't a big fan of Zeppelin. I have only one of their albums and was
the driver's refusal and must getting tired or requests fofl/STairway to Heaven," but I did appreciate
forward such information to the the value of Led Zeppelin in the world of Rock and Roll. They were
registrar of motor vehicles.
talented, inspirational and fun. Their new albums sold in the the millions.
The registrar, in turn. must then Their concerts would sell out in hours. They brough audiences to their
inform the operator of the feet and no matter how many songs they played, the crowd still chanted
suspension of his license Clnd of his for at least one more. To me, that is what a rock and roll band should
right to an immediate hearing' be ... c1ean sounding, timeless songs, and the ability to bring the crowd to
opportunity to challenge the their feet. How many bands can do that today? Another band may enjoy
sanciton.
the same record of success, but there is noreplacement for Led Zeppelin.
The foregoing statutory
Too many rock stars die too soon. Jim Croce, Janis Joplin, Jimi
procedures are now in effect Hendrix, Duane Allman. Ronnie Van Zant, and Bon Scott were all taken
throughtout the Commonwealth.
in the prime of life. Some were lost in an overindulgence of drugs and
David Deep, Vice-President of
alcohol, others died in circumstances beyond our control. And now,
Student Services, B.S.C.
sadly add another name to the list of performers who have moved on to
Rock and Roll heaven: JOhn Bonham, dead at the age of 32.
.
"and it's. whispered that soon,if we all call the tune. then the Piper will
lead us to reason. And a new day will dawn for those who stand long. and
the forests will echo with laughter. "--ST airway to Heaven.

Commentary
Zeppelin will Never

Be the Same

Dr. V. James Dinardo, Executive
Vice-President of B.S.C.

"One of the things that the Board
of Regents is interested in is Student
Services. They have created a
subcommittee to look at Student
Services. We are anxious to work
with them. We will be continuing on
with the programs available on our
own campus, such as; Career
Planning, Counseling, Health
Services, Veterans Affair$, etc., and
wait for directives from the
Superboard or our own Advisory
Board. I do not see any major
changes for at least a year, if ther are
going to be any at' all. We will
continue to be supportive to the
needs of students at B.S.c."

Campus Security
Continues to Face
Problems of
Understaffing

I

by Frances Mulligan
The Campus Security office
appears to be understaffed, due to a
lack of state . funding. Presently
·there is one position open for an
officer on . the four o'clock fO
midnight shift. At this time there are
only.two officers on duty for each.of
the three shifts. The opening is due
to the resignation of an officer. It is
not a result of state alocaled funds.
The state believes that there is an
adequate amount of security
'lfficers on each shift.
.
tach month the Campus Securit~

is forced to rely upon the towns
Police Decpartment. They need
town police assistance as often as
eight times a mOllth, for crowd
control, fire alarms and other
incidents. There is. a Mutual Aid
Agreement between the town and
school police. This agreement
allows the town' to get campus
'police assistance, usually for
tIcketing or traffic jams.
.
The Mutual Aid program appears
to save asubstancial amount of
money for both thf> state and fown.

·NOW IN THE RAT ON
SUNDAYS ~

•?>~

NFL
(\./'!
~~
FOOTBALL
(?~
.~
All OF YOUR FAVORITE
BEVERAGES ON TAP OR
IN BOTTLES
] : 0 to:OO_'_____..
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PINTER PATTER
Trinity Square Repertory Company opens its Seventeenth Season in
the downstairs playhouse with a production of Harold Pinter's a\.vard·
winning play, "Betrayal." Performances, which commence on Sept. 26.
continue through Nov. 2. Larry Arrick is directing a Trinity Rep cast
which includes April Shawhan, Richard Jenkins and Timoth~,.r Crov.'e.
Resident designers Robert D. Soule, William Lane and John F. Custer
will create setting, costunles and lighting for "Betrayal."
Harold Pinter, England's greates contemporary playwrights,is known
for what is said in his work as well as for what is left unspoken. In
"Betrayal," relationships between friends, lovers, husband and wife spin
backwards through time. The audience sees these relationships and
inter-relationships ravel, weave, intertwine, unravel and rewind. The
New York Drama Critics Circle gave "Betrayal" its 1980 "Best Foreign
Play" award.
"Betrayal" will play Tuesdays through Sundays at 8 p.m. and selected
Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday matinees at 2 p.m. For further
information and reservations, please call (401) 351·4242, or stop in at the
box office in the theatre lobby at 201 Washington Street in downtown
Providence, Rhode Island. Discounted Season Subscriptions are still
available and can be purchased at the theatre or by telephone with
Mastercard, Visa, American Express or Outlet Company charge cards.
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ROCK AT 27

by Joe McDonald .
.
Yes vocalist Jon Anderson and keyboardist Rick Wakem="ln have left
that band. Both are going to work on solo products. They have been
replaced by vocalist Trevor Horn and keyboardist Geoff Downes. The
latter were affectionately known as the BuggIes, who had an
international hit last year with "Video Killed the Radio Star".
Ian Anderson, Jethro Tull's lead singer and flautist has canned
I drummer Barriemore Barlow, and keyboardists John Evan and David
Palmer. They have been replaced by former Roxy Music' and U.K.
violinist/keyboardist Eddie Johnson and drummer Mark Cramey. They
I have joined guitarist Martin Barre, bassist Dave Pegg and Anderson on
"Alert", the new album which was recently released.
.
Carol Hinton, a Michigan housewife is taking Stevie Nicks to court.
I She claims that Nicks stole her(Hinton's) poem "Sarah" and turned it
into F!eetwood Mac's hit "Sara". Nicks claims that the similarity in the
lyrics has to do with "karma". SURE IT DOES!
Former Journey drummer, Aynsley Dunbar, is suing his ex·mates for
J
breach of contract, for his September 1978 dismissal from the band. The
amount of money requested in the suit is 3.25 million.
In February, Donna Summer sued Casablanca Records, Neil Bogart
and his wife for misrepresentation. Now Casablanca is suing their ex·
: singer and charging her with unlawful breaking of her contract and seeks
42 million in damages. And the lawsuits roll on! Speaking of Donna
Summer, she married Bruce Sadano, July 16. Sudano is a member of the
band, Brooklyn Dreams.
Singer Pat Benatar and her guitarist, Neil Geraldo, plan to marry soon.
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by Micheal S. Butzgy
Bobby Lee Burnett(Bruce Dern) is aman who has it all: a lovin~ wife, a
videotape machine, and a good job buiding 'Senor Abe' taco stands.
However, Bobby Lee has just turned forty and to top things off, his father
dies, leaving Bobby Lee in "Charg2 of the family.
Ditching his responsabilities, hading in his Oldsmobile for a Porsche,
al'ld buying a new wardrobe of western clothes, Bobby Lee refuses to be
"the Daddy". He starts going on long business trips, but doesn't get any
work done. Why? Well, he is havirlg an affair with a Dallas Cowboy
cheerleader. Sounds like something that happens to everyone, huh? His
wife thinks he does not love her anymore, his best friend can't figure him
out, and his son cannot communicate. with him.
Bobby Lee's wife(Ann.Margret) i::' totally devoted to him, but is
heartbroken by his rejection of her, whkhresults in her having her own,
one~njght stand. Having no desire to be 1:marchitect like dear old dad,
their son wants to leave college. To make matters worse, he has gotten
his girl friend pregnant.
n,
Will Bobby Lee ditch his new lover and gdhome with his tail between
his . legs? Will his wife take him back'? Being a somewhat responsible
reviewer, I cannot tell you, but you could see the movie!
Having been made by Sid and Marty Krofft(of H.R. Puf'n'stuf fame)
this film is just a little too slick. However that may be what makes it
worthwhile. Bru~e Dernis at his superficial best, with that winning plastic
smile he is so famous for. He acts like a total ass, but is always likable .
.-The soundtrack is interesting. It consists of The Knack, Jerry Lee
Lewis, Sonny Throckmorten(The movie is based on his song of the same
name.), and Burt Bacharach. Quite an unusual mixture.
Anyway, this is a cute movie, which even gets serious occasionally. It is
a good comedy, and not boring. 'Ten" without the nudity,

On Saturday. Oct. 18, the Brockton Art Museum will be sponsoring a
day trip to the Kennedy Library aFld th~ MuS"eum of Fine Arts. The bus
will leave from the museum parking lot on Oak Street, Brockton, at 9:00
a.m. Coffee and Danish will be served before the bus. leaves at8:30 a.m.
Included in the priceof the ticket are admission fees, transportation,
guided tours, and lunch.. At the JohnF. Kennedy Library, participants
. will tour the tlew facilityahd have an audio tour. The group will alsotour
'areas of the library not open to the public, including the mural by Bernard
Lamotte of the Harborat St, Croix, which was originaHyinstalied around
the swimming pool at the White House.
At about 11:45 the party will leave for theMuseum of Fine Arts.Lunch
will be served in the Asiatic Sculpture Garden. After lunch, there will bea
guided tour of the "5,OOOYears of Korean Art" exhibition, which has
already drawn great critical praise.
To reserve tickets, ca115886000. Mastercard and Visa are accepted.
Seats are limited, so reservations should be made promptly.

Ex-Emerson, Lake and Palmer drummer Carl Palmer,. has put
together a new band called One P.M. P.M., which has a big vocal and
instrumental sound, stands for post· mortem.
Chicago XIV has been released and the cover featured afingerprint
bearing the new famed Chicago logo. It also featureds a "new guitarist
named Chris Pinnick. In a recent Rolling Stone interview, trombonist
Jim Pankow said that former guitarist, Donny Dacus "was a mistake"
and that Pinnick sounds so much like the late Terry Kath, that "he
scares" him. Good luck, guys.
Roxy Music's Bryan Ferry collapsed in his Port Barcares hotel room,
July 13. His condition has been diagnosed as a kidney infection.
.
Former Runaway guitarist/vocalist Joan Jett has a solo album out In
Europe. Featured on the dist are former Sex Pistols Steve Jones and
Paul Cook, Blondie's Frank Infante, and Kenny Laguna. She is currently
looking for a U.S. label. Well, Cherie Currie has made it big, now Joan
Jett. All we need is to see Vicki Blue, Sandy West, Jackie Fox, and Lita
Ford come back and we'll have one big happy family again(hint,hint).
Black Sabbath guitarist Tony T ommi warns that his stol~n guitar carries
a curse, The guitar, a left handed one with 13 crosses inlayed in the frets,
was stolen previously, but was returned after the "thief's life reportedly
became a nightmare." If anyone has it, please return it.
Billy Joel's produced, Phil Ramone, is currently gathering material f(:w
Joel's next album. The "live" two record set is expected to be rele-ased In
November.
KISS made their sole U.S. appearance July 25 at the New York
Paladium to introduce the band's new drummer, Eric Carr. Carr, who
replaced Peter Criss when he went on to a solo career, is now the visage
of the fox. Criss was a cat.
More news and a review of a rare album that has recently turned up in
the States, next time.

Well, in. the B.S.C. Ensemble Theatre's first musical production of
"Pippin," our leading character tries it all. It seems our extraordinary
.young man wants to find the perfect life. Don't we all?
Everyone is invited to enjoy the outcome of Pippin's QU,est. The story
wBI· be told and sung on Oct. 16, 17, and 18 in the StudenfUnion
Auditorium. All the actors are rehearsing hard, and a magical'musical
evening is guaranteed to all.
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jfled Ryder
j~oams

BSC

j\IJ(~E NEEL
Paintings of Two Decades

Mark Medoff's psychological drama dealing with the death of
America's western myth will be playing next Wednesday and Thursday
October 1 and 2 in the Student Union demonstration room. This is
student directed and Raymond Surprenant, a junior theatre major and is
.
free to the BSe student body, and general public.
The story deals with Stephen (Red) Ryder, who is about to turn over
his night duties at the 24 hour diner. to the daytime attendant, Angel. Her
/....-.friend Lyle, who runs the motel filling station next door comes in for
.
reakfast folluwed by two couples.The wealthy, educated Ethridges are
bound for New Orleans. The other couple is driving a carloag of
marijuana into California. Teddy. the man with the dope begins to taunt'
and bully all of the others. tearing away at them verbally and exposing
their innermost secreis and fears.
The production stars David Cassidy as Teddy. and Karl Weidergott as
Red Ryder. Also in the cast are Kerry Rock as Angel. Richard Camuso as
Lyle, Marion Norton, Bill Kadra, Kim Abate, and Bob Mello. Lynn Rocha
is the stage manager.

Boston UniverSity Art Gallery
855 Commonwealth Avenue Boston MA 0221::i
October 9· November 2 1980
Monday Saturday. 10 4. Sunday 2 5
617 353·3329

ArtiSt's reception

Mee Neel will lecture publicly
on Thursday. October 9
at the Boston University Law Audltonum
765 Commonwealth Avenue
(behind Marsh Chapel. 735 Commonwealth Avenue)
at 8PM
NEEL portrait of Vera BecJ.:erholf 1971

.BILL IS BACK!!!
Bill Forbush is back again!!! Students and faculty, relax and enjoy
Piano Bar Nights. On the following Fridays: Sept. 26, Oct. 17, Nov 7. and
Dec 12 Bill Forbush will be playing in the Rathskellar from 4.00 to 7:00pm.
Sponsored by the Student Union Program Committee.

TRYOUTS
ANNOUNCED
The Ensemble Theatre announces thal its second major production.
"Inherit the Wind." will be held at a time and place to be announced the
latter peW! of next week. This famous drama abuut the Scopes "Monkt:y
Trial" by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee has ~ cast ot thlrt;,:.
Marilyn McDonald. Ass!. Prof. of Theatre Arts, who I~ ~lre("tl11~ th~ play.
has placed reading copies on reserve in the Maxwell Llbrc'Ir\/. She notes
that there me roles for all types of people in the pi;'1I) , lIw major
consideration for tryouts is simply your ability to walk and t~lk! Watch.
the bulletin boards for posters announcing the audition schedule.
Production dat~s for "Inherit the Wind" are December 4.5. and 6, in the
Student Union Allditoriurn.

AUDITIONS
ANNOUNCED
On Tuesday, Oct. 7 at 4:30, ~he Ensemble Theatre will hold auditions
for their newest studio production: "Profiles." An original musical revue
directed by Steve Correia (Theatre Major/Class of 1981), "Profiles" will
consist of 8 people·· 4 men, 4 women. The show, being biIled as a musical
daydream, incorporates mostly lesser-known Broadway music,
exposing the high points and low points in the Jives of everyday men and
women. "Profiles" will first be presented on Nov. 12 and 13 in the Student
Union and will then be used as a musical touring troupe, representing the
college at varjous functions in the local area. At the auditions you will be
requested to sing two songs-· one ballad and one up·tempo. There will
also be a minimal dance audition to see coordination and how fast you
can pick up simple steps.
If you would like more information regarding the show or auditions,
you may call 697-685 1. We also need people to work backstage-·lighting,
setting, make· up, etc. As a final note, the rehearsal period will not
interfere with that of "Inherit the Wind" for those planning to audition for
that show. Looking forward to seeing you at auditions.

. ! -;tfr,_

-~,.

Wednesdav Octotje r 8

530 730pr/

Fifty·five works by the American
expressionist painter Alic~ Neel will
be on view at the Boston University
Art Gallery Oct. 8 . Nov. 2.
These paintings will span the
production of the past 20 years'
when. from the age of 60, Alice Neel
continued the work she assigned
herself some 40 years earlier, to be
"0 rollector of souls." All of the
works in this collection give us a
gEmj)se of the personalities and
social classes of Alice Neet's New
York: . its artists and art critics, its
neighborhood characters and its
businessmen reaching for corporate
goals. Her pair:tings, above all, are
::lbout humanity.
Born In 1901), Alice Neel has spent
most of her life in New York. She

was a participant in· the Works
Progress Administration's Harlem
projects during the Depression, and
pursued her work in relative
obscurity untit recent and long·
overdue recognition brought her to
public attention as a major
chronicler of tnis century in urban
America. In addition to several
major exhibits during the past
decade. she has been elected to the
American Academy of Art and
Letters, and in 1979 received a
citation for outstanding work in art
from President Carter.
Neel has always been primarily
concerned with portraying human
beings in current life. Professor of
Art History at Boston University
and curator of the exhibit, Patricia

Hills, points out in the exhibition
catalogue that "Neel has an
uncanny and intuitive grasp of the
manners and sexual morals of our
professionally aggressive, urbane,·
middle and upper classes ... she is
conscious of her own position as
artist recording and commenting on
our present." Those subjects who
have fallen into her field of painterly
vIsIon describe her as warm,
generous, and imminently human.
Ms. Neel will' attend the gallery
opening Oct. 8at 5:30 p.m., and will
deliver a public .lecture Thursday,
Oct. 9 at 8' p.m. For further
information. contac t Gallery
Manager Amy light hill at 35S·2520
or 353·;J32Q.
.

THE METOP13l\1S
Henry Sears Lodge, president of
the Metropolitan Center,
announced today that Broadway
'81, the inaugural season of the new
Metropolitan Center will begin its
subscription drive on Sunday,
September 28th, 1980.
The biggest hits of the Broadway
m.usical treasury are coming to
Boston for Broadway '81. Angela
Lansbury stars in "Sweeney Todd"
(January 7·31), Rogers and
Hammerstein's timeless classic
"Oklahoma" (February ll-March
8). Sandy Duncan in "Peter Pan"
(April IS-May 17), and to cap the
season, Rex Harrison recreated his
original role in "My Fair Lady" (June
15·July 19).
Subcriptions to the Broadway '81
series range from $51.00 to $101.00.
Performances are Tuesday through
Saturday evenings at 8:00 with

matinees on Saturday at 2:00 and
Sunday at 3:00. Subscriptions 'Can
be charged to major credit cards by
calling 617:542·36QO, or by writing to
the Metropolitan Center, 270
Tremont Street, Boston,
Massachusetts, 02116.
Subscribers to the Broadway '81
series will receive: permanent
guaranteed seating locations for all
attractions, liberal ticket exchange
privileges, free subscribers hot tine
(for extra tickets to these and other
attractions), priority tickets for
other attractions, tickets mailed
directly(no waiting in line), opening
night subscribers champagne galas,
telephone .charges privileges to
major credit cards, parking and
restaurant discounts··only
subscribers are guaranteed seats to
Broadway'8I.
The otficial opening of the

Metropolitan Center will be the
Boston Ballet's "Nutcracker" on
December 8 (running through
January 4). This opening climaxes a
four year development project
initiated due to Boston's lack of a
suitable performance facility for
large scale musical, opera and ballet
companies since the dmiseof the
Boston Opera House in 1957. For
the last 23 years, many performing
arts companies were forced to
compromise their artistic standards
by utilizing makeshift facilities or
bypassing Boston.
The Metropolitan Center,
formerly the Music Hall, and now
being restored to its pristine
grandeur, give Boston a major
performing arts facility comparable
to New York's LincolnCenter or
Washington D.C.'s Kennedy
Center.
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Poll Sci Dept. Adds New Prof.
..

by Gil Bliss
- Sac k in 1974, the Polit ic <:11 Science
Department at BSe consisted of
five majors supported by three
pro f e s S 0 r s . Th i 5 yea r , the
department boasts an enrollment of
148 majors. a dramatic increase. In
keeping with the department's
expanded role as a major field of
study, the college has supplemented
their faculty this year with the

serVlCt!S 01 Mrs. Pauline Harrington.
formerly a part·time professor.
Graduating from Wellesley
College in 1962 with a BA in History,
Professor Harrington gradually
became involved in town affairs in
her home tOV,.I!l of Duxbury, Mass.
Involvement in activist neighborhood groulJS in Duxbury,
concerned with land use in their
town in the face of massive

devl'lupment.

led

to

Harrington servin!:,! on the town
Conservation Commission and
paved the way for changes in the
zoning by-laws. These chanes
ensured "open space" in Duxbury
by ha\.'ing a land use commission
buy available open land in the
interests of natural preservation.
Her taste for local politics \.vhetted,
these activities led to a stint on the
planning board. After attaining her
'masters degree in Finance at
Northeastern in 1976, unhappiness
with an incumbent of the Duxbur~'
Board of Selectmen led her to defeat
said incumbent of the 1978 local
elections. In 1979, she was named
chairman of the board, the first
woman in Duxbury so designated.
Using her extensive background
in local politics, she hopes to build
up the public administration
concentration of political science
studies; a field she feels is rapidly
growing and will provide :nany
interested in buying a shirt, please :uture employment possibUities,
come to the Center anytime
particularly public finance in this era
and leave a note. Two weeks ago Jf fiscal belt-tightening and public
, the Center
outcry for tax cuts. In her position
held a Coffee Housti in the f'ormal as freshman advisor, she will have
Dining Room which was a an opportunity to counsel incoming'
tremendous success. Lee Pina and majors from a position of
Mary Miles provided the experience with the real factors
entertainment with songs and music involved in daily political life.
from the guitar.
Joining professors Michael
As the annoucement states, the
Womyn's Center will sponsor a
Panel Discussion on Rape this
October 7th. Fran McIntyre, the
Attorney, will discuss }Vhat happens
to the victims in court, where they
are sometimes made to 1001< as if
they were guilty themselves. Joan
Proffit, from the Rape Cri~is Center,
will talk about what th£1victim goes
through before, during, and after
the court proceedures. And a
member from the Rape Unit of the
Bridgewater Police Department will
discuss the chanses of being rape~
.
..;1!
(~oflt:on p:9)
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Womyn's Center
Plans Discussion
The Action Center for Womyn at
BSC offers a comfortable
atmosphere for everyone to come
and share their thoughts, feelings,
and experiences. The center has
really grown in the last few years and
it is now in its proving stages. The
Womyn's Center has a resource
library with information on health
issues, current concerns of womyn,
sexuality, and much more for
everyone's use. They also have
referral services for any needs that
you might have. The main problem
right now is that there is no money in
the budget, but many fund raising
activities are being planned. Liz
Medeiros and Cathy Lingren, the
co-directors, have set up many
events that will take place throughout the year. ,
The first fund raiser will be the
selling of green and white T-shirts
with the \ogoo£ the Womyns Center
in the..:\eft hand· corner:' lf90u'are

New
Comment
Deadline:
Noon
Fridays

Kryzanek (chairman), Walter
Adamson, Guy Clifford, and Robert
Larsen, Pauline Harrinqton

strengthens an already strong staff
in one of BSe's fastest growing
departments.

Children's Development
Clinic:
Lectures Planned
for Semester

Club Visits Soviets
by Gil Bliss
The Bridgewater State College
Russian Club, led by Professor,
Christiana Reordan, took
advantage of a rare opportunity last
week by having an afternoon visit
with the crewmen of the KUSSI~lI1
fishing boat, Viandre, docked at the
time at the Oceanographic Institute,
Woods Hole. The trip was designed
to provide the wssian students with
an opportunity to practice their
studies and also served to help
the government--erected

barriers between our two peoples. conducting experiments with the
The captain and most ·of his crew 'institute staff for the last two
were on a trip to Hyannis for the months. They spent time with the
day, and this provided. our Americans by showing films
remaining hosts with an atmosphere fJrovided by the Soviet Union
m 0 r e co n d u c i vet 0 0 pen .. Gnvernment (including a film on
conservation and friendly relations, Rr~parations for the 1980 summer
A group of about ten students Olvmpics), playing chess, and
accompanied Professor Reordan, enjoying a hops-based refreshment
and found the Soviets quite open provided by their visitors. Were
and as eager () learn about their U,S_--Soviet relations as easy and
we s t ern n e i g h b 0 r s as the friendly as the interaction between
Americans. The ship, back in our twc.f,groups, the term cold war
woods Hole in October, has been"
finally become extinct.

The Children's Physical
Development Clinic of Bridgewater
State College, which is undertaking
its 8th consecutive year of service to
the comm1lT1ity, has scheduled its
first Fall session for Saturday,
September 27th. The Clinic is a
unique physical education program
in the greater Boston area designed
for the physical, motor and social
developmental and remedial needs
of children and youth with physical,
mental and/or emotional
impairments or disabilities.

The Clinic program, under the
direction of Dr. Joseph Huber and
Professor Johanne Smith, is
conducted for 4 hours on Saturday
mornings throughout the school
.year. Each applicant accepted
participates in an individually
prescnbed - activity and exerCIse
program conducted at the Kelly
Gymnasium and Pool Complex.
The Clinic is designed to develop
gross motor skill coordination and
to enhance the self esteem of
participants. participants.

Dr. Huber, Clinic founder and
director, has chosen a staff of
eighty five Bridgewater State
College graduate and
undergraduate students for the .'
Fall. The Clinic program provides
students with a well structured
and closely supervised program
which enables them to relate
classroom theory to practical
teaching environments:

As part of each clinician's learning
experience, professionals from
associated medical, psyuchological,
and educational fields are chosen to
present specific lectures related to
the care, treatment, rehabilitation
and education of special needs
children and youth. The lectures are
given at weekly seminars which are
conducted between 8:00-9:00 am on
Saturday mornings.

Un Uctober 4th, Krystyna
Dubois, Social Worker at
Wrentham State School, wil1lecture
on "Methods and Techniques of
Working with the Trainable
Retarded." On October 11,
Germaine Lanzikos, Diabetic
Clinician at. Goddard Men;?rial.'1\
Hospit-al, ,will lecture on The·
Diabetic: Diagnosis, Treatment and
Exercise." On October 18, Tom
Rogers, Counselor at Plymouth
Carver High School, will discuss an
"Alternative Physical Education."
On October 25, Alex Piccioli,
Director of Physical Education at
Bethany Hill School for the Deaf and
Multi-Impaired in Framingham will
lecture· on "Hearing IMpai.rment$.
and their Implications for Motor.
Development."On November.
Dr. Marlene Rabinovitc, Associate: ~.
in . Cardiology at The 'Childreri\?,:
Hospital Medical Center in 805t0l1;
will lecture on "Exercise and Sport
and their Effect onthe Student with
Cardiovascular Disorders." On
November 8, Dr. Clifford Craig of
New England Medical Center Staff
at Lakeville Hospital will lecture on
"Juvenile Rheumatoid Arthritis and
Hemophilia."
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Letters contin'd;

/'Please restore our
belo'ved Boyden Hall: ..
Dear Editor,
In the September 25th issue,
there was an article in regards to the
;<.~~ renovation of Boyden Hall. The
- . ') writer stated that "... the renovations
are nearly completed," and ".. .It's
looking very different". I know it
looks different. What I've been
wondering is--why is it yellow?
Boyden Hall is of the Federal
Style, as is the State House. When
Charles Bullfinch began the State
House in 1795, he never would have
painted it yellow! The facade should

Action
Center for
Womyn
(Cont. from p.8)

N

be whlte to create a simple elegance,
and balance the weight of the rest of
the building without distracting from
its strength. (Ask anyone who has
taken American Art and
Architecture.)
In conclusion, I ask, please Mr.
Meaney, restore our beloved
Boyden Hall to the condition in
which it should be.
Sincerely,
Louise Burke
Art Major
Class of 1981

in bridgewater. After the
discussion, there will be a period of
question and answer from the
audience.
for W()mYllIS IOCdtf!ci
in 11)(> Student Uni()11 ,Kr()SS (rom

Al"II()ll CC:'I1IE..'l"

tlw Rdl hshllvr. Their h(}ur:. are
M()ncid':.' 1hrollsh f ncld~,:: 9-4pl11.
CI.Il'l'YOI1V is WE..'lc()llll' tu stop b>, OJ)
Thur~dtlYs Cit 11 :()O ,\!lei S(-,t' ~I.!htll it's

,Ill dhollt.

GET BEL TED~<S

~ In .the
•

Hobby

Shop

STUDENT UNION BUILDING

GRAFTS OFFERED

LEATHER DEMONSTRA TIONS
12:00-1:00
2:00-3:00
Wednesday 12:00-1:00
2:00-3.:00
Friday
12:00-1 :00
2:00-3:00·'

Leather
Pewtersmithing
Weaving _
Silkscreening
Pottery
Woodworking

Monday

-OTHERS TO FOLLOWOpen to all
students,
faculty,
and
staff
Ask about student employment as
. assistant instructors

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
~

---

~-==========~

PAY
ONLY
FOR
MATERIALS
HOBBY SHOP HOURS
Mon.-12-4
Tues.-6:30-1D

Wed.-12-4
Thurs.-11-3
Fri.-12-4
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SPORTS SPO TSSPORT
MISTAKE-PLAGUED BEARS FALL 12-9
by Dusty Chapeau
After travelling well over six hours
to Maine on a bus last Friday. the
Bridgewater State Bears probably
wished they had gone to hunt
moose rather than play football.
In a game that could have been
won and should have been won,
B.S.c. saw costly mistakes turn into
big trouble as they were downed by
Maine Maritime 12-9 way up north in
Castine.
Though the defense once again
turned in a sparkling performance,
the offense had problems to the
seemingly ever-elusive pigskin.
Bad luck struck early as Q.B.
Kevin Cobban was sacked and
fumbled on the Bears second
possession. A mariner defensive
lineman lept on the ball on the
B.S.C. 35 yard line. Two plays later,
Maine's halfback Dennis
MacKenzie bolted off tackle and
sprinted 30 yards down the sideline
for the score.

Bridgewater bounced back,
sustaining a good drive with Cobban
throwing short passes to tight end
Vin Harte and halfback Horace
Greely weaseling through outside
holes. The Bears were inside
Mariner territory on a fourth and
short yardage situation when an offside pellplty stalled· the drive.
Maine got the ball back and drove
deep inside Bear-land. The defense
rose to the occasion and sacked the
quarterback but it seemed that
mistakes were not favoring the
offense alone. A B.S.C. defender
was called for a face· mask violation
and Maine was handed a second
chance. They converted with a
twenty yard field goal. The score:
Mistakes 3-Mariners 10.
Moments later it was
Bridgewater's turn to take
advantage of .sloppy play. Dave
Hickey had pinned M.M. on their
own 10 yard line with a booming
punt and the defense, led by Dave

White and Wayne Hyde. made sure field goal and the gap was closed to
they stayed there.
10-9.
A shanked Mariner punt gave
Disaster almost struck moments
B.S.c. the ball on the 40 yard line. later when Maine blocked Hickey's
Freshman Quarterback Bob Guay punt and recovered on the ten yard
came in the game and engineered a line. But the awesome defense made
drive on the power of backs Mike a remarkable goal line stand led by
MaGrath and Mi:\rk Shawnessey. Rocky Aliberti and Peter Lacey and
On a third down and long situation B.S.C. took over on their own one
Guay found wide receiver Dave yard line.
Robichaud open on the 3 yard line
Then what happened? You
and hit him with a perfect sideline guessed, mistake. A mariner
strike. Two plays later fullback defender broke through and tackled
MaGrath crashed over fromlhe two back Pat Greeley in the end zone for
behind blockers Matt Roche and two points.
Mark "Hilltop" Eldridge. The extra
The Bears tried once again to
point kicked was blocked by a muster a drive late in the game but
swarming mariner defender.
when a Guay pass fell incomplete on
The Bears got a big break on the fourth down with less than a minute
ensuing kickoff when a charging to play, it was all over.
Peter Lacey decked the opposing
Baring all the errors. there were.
kick returner,knocking the ball some outstanding performances
loose and the man unconscious. turned in. Coach Peter Mazzaferro
Wayne Hyde lept on the ball and the sighted the play of defensive
men in red were in good shape.
linemen Hyde and Lacey as weB as
Dave Hickey booted a 30 yard standout individual performances

from co. capt. David White and
linebacker Tommy Conrad. The
trio of MilIerick,Bucanhan and
Rogers held the Mariners to 0 yards
passing with Millerick making a key
interception. Linebacker Joe
Conceccio had a fine day also.
The Bears will concentrate this
week on play execution and cutting
down on mental mistakes as they
prepare for an invasion from the
University of New Haven this
Saturday.
Several of the B.S.c. players
were hurting after the M.M. game
including big guard Mike Halpin who
may be lost for the season with a
knee injury.
In order to knock off visiting
U.N.H., the red men will have to·
much more emotionally prepared
and hold onto the ball. An upset this
weekend would put the Bears back
into playoff contention.
Dust storms permitting, the game
will start at 1:30 at Swensen Field.

--INTRAMURAL/REe NEWS-IM/REC
have a blast!
Men's I ouch Football [ntra·
MEN'S COED-WOMEN'S
murals entered their second week of VOLLEYBALL
excitement with a smash. The
Play begins October 14th,
Pound and the Roughriders, both Monday-Thursday, ~tarting at 7:30
showing excellent defense, p.m.
:
struggled through quite a battle.
There will be a mandatory team
There was no score made until the captains meeting on Thursday, Oct.
last 10 minutes of the game when 9 at 11 a.m. (free hour) in G 121
Robby Lee made an excellent pass (Kelly Gym). All team captains or a
to John McDonald who made an. representative must attend. Entries
incrediblecakhscorlrtg thewirtning . will be accepted aTthls meeting only.
touchdown for the Pound, making All person's interested in officiating
the final score 6·0.
games should be present at this
On the other field the Suburban meeting also.
.
Swill Buckets and the Plague were
Blank entry forms may be
also putting up a good fight. There obtained in the letter rack by the
were many close touchdowns but IM/REC bulletin board in the main
the Suburban Swill Buckets won the ·Iobby of Kelly Gym.
victory with a score of 12-0. Carl
No player may compete as a
Robideau displayed a tremendous member of 2 teams~n the same
effort throughout the game but the sport. A player, however, may play
highlight of his day was scoring the in a coed league and either one
first touchdown for his team.
men's or women league.
If you want to see some real
Any questions,see Candy Ker;dall
battles and action come on down to -IM/REC Coordinator 108 Kelly, X·
the intramural fields on Mondays 286.
.
and Wednesdays at 5:00 and root
IM/REC WORKSHOPS
for your favorite classmates, you will
An Aerobic Dance Exercis.:'

Workshop, open to all BSC
students, faculty and staff,
beginning October 1st and running
for five consecutive Wednesdays,
from 9 to 10 p.m. in Kelly Small
Gym. All interested persons should
come dressed and ready to
participate.
For further information, contact
Maureen Ryan 697·8597, or Lisa
McKan 697·2500.
.
.
A Slimnastics Workshop will be
be beginning on Tuesday, October
14th during the. free hour (10:50 to
11:50 a.m.) in Kelly Small Gym, and
continuing every Tuesday and
Thursday during the free hour for
the remainder of the semester. All
BSC students, faculty and staff are
invited to attend. Come dressed and
ready to participate on October
14th.
The IMjREC Program is
sponsorin~ a Beginner's Racketball
Clinic open to all BSC students,
faculty and staff. to be held at the R
& R Racketball Club (Routes 14 &
27 near East Bridgewater and
Whitman line) on Tuesday, October

14th from 7-9 p.m.
The cost is $5.00 per person,
which includes a lecture and
demonstration by (Ameron
Lawrence and Rich Cash, racket ball
pros), and an opportunity for
participants to play.
Please come dressed to play on
Tuesday night. Equipment will be
provided for those who do not have
their own.
Participants need to arrange ·for
their own transportation. However,
we will try to arrange a carpool if
needed.
All interested persons must sign
up with Candy Kendall, 1M/REC
Coordinator, in her office (l08
Kelly) on Wednesday, Thursday,
and Friday, October 8,9,10 from 10
a.m. . 2 p.m. Please bring your
payment with you.

IM/REC FITNESS
The IMjREC program is
sponsoring 'The Body WorksExcercise for the Health of It", a
all SSC
fitness class open
students, faculty and staff.
Beginning Tuesday, October 14th

to.

classes will be held in t he small gym
of Kelly Gymnasium every Tuesday
and Thursday during the free hour
(10:50·11:45 a.m.) Be prompt and
come appropriately dressed. For
more information, contact Debbie
Sprout,285-9213 (Keep trying!).
------------KARATE CLUB
B.S.C. has a new KaratE!
Club;member of fN.E.C.K.C.) New
England Collegiate Karate
Conference and (N.A.K.F.) North
America Karate Federation.
Any student of B.S.c. can be a
member if desired. Fees are $45.00
per semester.
The meetings and training are as
follows;
Tues. Sept. 30th 7-8:30 p.m. S.U.
Ballroom
Fri. Oct. 3,10,17,24,31 G·4 S.U.
Nov. 7,14,21
G-4 S.U.
Dec. 5
G-4 S.U.
Any changes will be posted.
Tuesday's schedule will be posted.
Oct.28,Nov. 18, and Dec. 2 --G4 or
Ballroom

SALE
Back- To-School

COMMENT BURSTS·

QUAD 8 BUBBLE

Save on quality used furniture
BEAR BROWN~S
TRADING POST
461 Centre st.
Middleboro, MA
Call Anytime 947-7442
Desks, bookcases, chairs,
nightstands, lamps, bureaus, beds,
bedroom sets, couches, coffee &
end tables, televisions-color & b/w,
sewin~ machines and refrigerators.
SPECIALS
.
. Brass King-Size Bed Complete
Lowrey Organ Genie 44 Model

by Gil Bliss
Mike "Killer" Kryzanek, Spike
Last Friday, the pickup team from Olivares, and locked ina brJ.lising
your campus newspaper: picked up trench battle with' this writer,
the biggest win in its short career by Charlie "Avenging" Angell.
beating the vaunted Quad 8 faculty
The victorious Comment squad
touch football team. the comment consisted of; Joe Downey, Gene
team, led by the twin tandem of Don Manning, Jim Cook, Gil Bliss; Lisa
and Dan Hall, held the Quad 8 team Gonsalves, Ginny Studley, and
scoreless until the last series of the John Sullivan.
game, by which time it was far too
the losers proved to good ones
late. The final score was 8·6.
after the game, as they provided
The Comment made. its mark pitchers of Gatorade at 'the ullion
early in the contest by nailing Quad Rathskellar to members of the
8 QB Don "Kahuna" Johnson deep thirsty Comment squad elated with
in his own e'nd zone for a safety that the avenging of last year's 42-10 loss.
proved to be the final margin of the A final note. ITIust· 99 the the losing
game, keeping the eight bottled in team, once again the Quad 8, which
their own end much of the time. The tightened an otherwise Swiss
Kahuna had an off day, having Cheese-like defens.e into a cohesive
several interceptions, and it was unit every time the Comment
suggested, quite frequently, in fact, marched to within the 10 yard line.
that he was hampered by the The Quad 8, reeling along after their
abscence of his talented deep second consecutive· winless week,
receivers, Showbiz Levine, Scoop will try. to regroup enough to face
Sylvia, and Grunt Levin. However, the team from the Building and
performing well for the Quad 8 were Grounds this Friday. The Comment
Dave "Psycho" Richards, Ed James, teaITlihas r~tiredundefeated,
Eric Sills"Bob bUO'..St(mf.\rtjQl}iPtti"~""'.:'';"iI·''''I
~·;'>7·n
~rl'·" .,~.m U·~~/.H <I .. Ii _.'HI "":",r'J"J~~':~~~~if~~i~,f.':'f~~~:~~t'!\i,~~:'I.·'t...:~·::~:~~~:~¥{. .
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SPORTS SPORTS SPORT
----Sully's Y4 Page
by John Sullivan
This may be the year the Celtics
begin a new dynasty. Although they
have .only played .500 bal during
exhibition, they have been
~mpressive on many counts and
~ve answered some big "ifs." with
'"cc(he signing of Cornbread Maxwell
and Keving McHale the Celts have
what is no doubt the best front court
in the N.B.A.
Dave Cowens will still be the
starting center and he has worked
hard to be in the shape he is in now.
He seems to have regained the
rebounding touch of hi earlier days.
Larry Bird, no doubt the key man
for this ball club, was the team
leader in scoring and rebounding
last year. There still seems to be a
question in Bill Fitch's mind as to
who will be joining Cowens and Bird
up front. Maxwell started last year,

but McHale has been impressive.
Cedric is a scrapper on the boards
and possesses the best inside moves
of any forward in the league.
McHale is taller and bulkier than
Max, and he can take opponents
both inside and out. It should be a
good haHte for this position but I
think Max's experience will keep
, him a starting role.
Coming off the bench up front will
be Rick Robey, Robert Parrish, and
if needed, M.L. Carr. No team in
recent history has ever been so
talent laden up front, and I don't
think the Celts will remain in this
position. They will probably be
forced to deal away some front
court talent for a proven floor leader
in the back court. Robey,
unfortunately, is the most often
mentioned name in trade rumors.

He could easily start for most teams
in the league, and don't be surprised
to see him doing so. Parish' position
is also up in the air. Coach Bill Fitch
has not been impressed with the
seven footer from Golden State.
He's not the intimidater they felt he
might be, and he's not what the
Celts chemistry calls for.
The backcourt is the big question
this year. Tiny Archibald still hasn't
signed which leaves Gerald
Henderson, Chris Ford, M.L. Carr,
and Ronnie Perry to pick up the
slack. The only one of these four
with the quickness to be able to lead
the team is Henderson. He was
impressive last year and has
averaged nearly 20 pts. a game in
exhibition this year. The Celts
would rather see him getting assists
than points right now however.

Even if Tiny does sihn, Henderson
will playa large role for the Celts this
year, and he's definitely capable of
doing the job. Steady Chris Ford is
at the peak of his game at age 30.
He'll help the club with his capable
passing and shooting ability. Carr
has had to make the big move from
forward to guard this year. He'll be
fine defensively against larger
guards like Magic Johnson and
George Gervin, but smaller, quicker
guards may give him problems.
Offensively, M.L. will have no
problem. He'll get his points no
matter where he plays. That leaves
Perry. Many people felt that the
Celts drafted Ronnie simply
because he was local talent and felt
he deserved some consideration.
That was not the case however.
Perry is your basic tough S.O.B. and

he can play in the N.B.A. Whether
or not he'll contribute to the Celts
this year is questionable. He's not
the f100rleader they need, but he
should fit in somewhere.
Unless Archibald is signed or
some sort of deal is made for an
accomplished guard, the Celtics will
not be able to win it all this year.
They are right now one of the three
best teams in the league. but both
LA. and Philly will be tough to
overcome. So look for the Celts to
do some dealing before the season
starts, and it should be a very
successful season.
.

BSC FIELD HOCKEY

GOING STRONG

•

by L.H.H.L.
the women's varsity field hockey
team came up with a 0-0 tie game
last Wednesday against a tough
nationally ranked (5th) U Conn.
team. 'From observing the game, U.
Conn. must have had a long bus ride
home. The. BSC ladies turned in
leir finest performance of the
eason despite no score.
After losing to BSC last year in
the regional tournament, U. Conn.
had thoughts of coming to
Bridgewater for the kill. SSC was
"up" for perhaps one of the biggest
games of the season and had the
same thoughts. Both teams showed
great offensive and defensive play
for seventy minutes of hockey.
Each team had their share of
shots, on goal and if anyone SSC
player deserved credit, it is the
team's goalie and senior tri·captain
Kathy McCallion (or the
outstanding job in net. Numerous
times the fans could be heard
breathing a sigh of relief in unison as
McCallion cleared shot after shot.
And as the final whistle blew, BSC
remainied undefeated, bringing thie
r record to 2 wins, no losses, and 1
tie.
The SSC hockey team then
packed' up their uniforms for the
road trip to Providence College to
take on t he Lady Friars this past
Saturday. The women, added

another notch; to the win column,
1.
defeating Providence, 6
Sophomore left inside Karen
Crouteau turned in a shining
performance for SSC with 4 goals,
leaving the P.C. defense in the dust.
Other goals came from senior right
and tri-captain Lisa Vaillencourt and
junior right link Chris Ramsay. Both
shots were blazing drives from the
top of the circle, not even giving the
P.c. goalie a chance to blink.
Another outstanding performance
was turned in by goalie Kathy
McCallion as she had just one goal
get by her-the first in four games!
. the ladies returned to
Bridgewater with possession of a 30-1 record to take on the Alumni last
Saturday. Both the varsity and
junior varsity teams combined for
some fun to soundly defeat the
alumni. For some reason
another, no one seemed
remember the score.
Within the next week and a half,
the BSC women carry their record
tt? Holy Cross, Northeastern, and
West~ield' State before returning
home on Friday, Oct. 10 to take on
nationally ranked U. Mass. so until
then, good luck is extended to the
team on their upcoming road trips.
As for. the U. Mass game, set aside
your Friday afternoon to support
your team. See you on the sideline!

BudlVeiser®
KING OF BEERS®

ATH TE OF Ttl
Peter Koutoujian
A sophomore from Waltham,
Peter has had a perfect season for
the Men's Tennis Team playing
3rd singles. He has won 52 games
and has lost only 4 while never
giving up more than 3 games per
set,
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Classifieds
ride! riders
(l'()lild !;k., to ,;h.II"!' ,·lde,; InJln U,· 11('<1>
COIi,it. C1Pt' Cud. C(/II Attllt' d1 42~ 34113. In
{he eL'enln~

Srudt'1l1

noiising -- --femule W()!1)01ilW to shdrl' small
apt. fJ'."'1l bl'droom. $100.00 d mnnth plus he,ll.
West Bridgewater ,"enter. Call Brendil. S~4
1777. Landlord requests references.

Lmkl1l9 ior

wanted·

To CC.·Well our affair is finally over. It was a
wonderful month. I'm sorry it had to end this
way. Maybe we can do it again next
September. B.,k·-and love always··Princess
Running Water.

To my f",lIow Scott Hal! Dung<->nn Matt'S
Thanks for shoveling me around Thurs. nite
and Frid,IY, You guys reall~' make Int' fluor
great. I can just Imagme hnw the ve,u IS going
to go. Thanks again. David Wimp
Deur "Peggy", Have you lost your mind':' Have
you iound any Tcots!e Rolls hidden around
lately'? Have you heard the "Gatars" cry'.) Seen
any shooting stars') If you don't knnw th..,
answers, don't panic l Save your strength l The
answer", wili be sent next v.leek, And NO I'm
not being NASTY!
Hey Maniac! sorry we missed last week's
personal column. By t he way. could you tell us.
"Where's Boston')" When you find out. let us
know SO we· can "paint the tOWll,"(! think pink
would be an appropriate color. I So kid
behave YOliTseU. From· 2CWIP friends

Hey Addison, I heard YOLI have d girlfriend up
running condo ,lnd fairly good body. Leave at U.Mass (Amherst). Wh~' waste all rhat gas
ioif)",~vlrh Louise in The Comment oike. . . .
when you could be putting it into overdrive
with me! Signed all reved up and waiting for

J.R., I've always wanted to have an affair.. I'm
glad it's with you. It's weird, but wonderful, Me.
Kim in Wood Hall, this is your first personal.
RAHR enjoy it. From the toughest chick on the
blick.
Hi ya Big Red, How'd the date with Ladd go,
does she pay well? Hope you didn't exhaust
yourself. Rumor has it that Raquel Welch
wants you. Your friends, Hot PInk, Vivid Red.
To myever·grinning, always smiling, girl from
Wood: I'm still trying to find ways to distract
Goody and Laurie. Maybe we'll get lucky. I'm
stealing his car keys" My whip marks are
healing but the rope burns won't go. Signed,
Man in the rainbow bathrobe.
Sen. Bob, thanks for the early birthday party.
Nice hat. Too bad I couldn't see more. Only
nine more days untilI'm legal·again-wrap your
present. Two tickets toparadiseshuld fit easily
into an envelope. Get pxyched for MV., your
S.A Secretary of ~GrateM Hill.

ol eyl or smali 6 eyJ. car. Must be in good

Help "'.. "nh:d: P,m·linw posillnn ilvdddbk, 1m
tuliest' 'ilud\,111 tf) rl'pr~'sellt tldVt.." C01l1f.l.Il1\,'

{In ldirpus. t:.:lrn ,'nmmlSSI(lI1, trL'l' tr.lvl,1 ;uld
worl,
Tllll!S

l!."J1t'fI('nc~'.

Contdel: B"·,.IChcIHllhl·r
Inc. 11 Lan", ,-\VI'IllII!. Bl'r!iIII d. MdSS.

for sale
l'ri! Pontiac T·37, Rebuilt carb: 1"1121.1: exhaust.
brakes, Jno shocks; chrome mag rims and
dUdi sport mirror~. S6500r b,..st oft~:r. 697· 791H
atter 4. ask for Rod,

1976 Must,ll1g Ghlcl, 4 (yl. 4 speed ps, pb A c:
Am Fm srereo. Exceiletlt condition inside and
out must sarrificl:' to best offer call 584· 7786
A hdtch back or trunk bike rack LInd a pair of
women's leather boots size 7 both items in
excellent condlllon. CaH697,37211,

19i6 Honda SOOT runs gQod. new battery,
Chain and sprockets. etc. $800 or best offer.
CaJl Gary after 5 al 697·6652,
'6~ V~W,sql,la~e.bac)l;;.{ece.!)t .work.. Goes

Muse se1l' Asking

great

$725:

YOll,

Max, We have our share 01 fights and.
problems. but we always come out of them To Mark: In 2b, you say ~Guppy- one more
loving. We've made it rhis far. we can handle time and I will wrap the telephone cord around
your neck and pull. Sincerely yours, Your
anything, I love you ·· .. No Fun."
friend, Ugly Man.
7D·Thanks 'so much for an unforgettLlble
weekend·parties .. togLls. cooking noodles.
batteries, thumbing. c·ops. "Laroos", snoozin'
and breakfast. Maybe we'll do it ,\gain
sometime, ··The Free·B~i.' AbsenteE's'
Foggy B.· I love being you. P.F. How dbout a
little rendezvous II) Quebec ')1 It was a great
summer· the first in a never ending series, The
iuture holds great promise ... forus".togelher.
CAR sounds excelleni: "[ wanna make YOll
understand ... " ·Mr. Brudnoy

lost and found
Lost: a 14K gold serpentine bracelet. Has
sentimental value. II found please contact Kim
in 216 Durgin, ext. 391 or 396 A reward is
offered_ Thank you,

services
Help out your car and the Baseball team, Car
Wash $1.50. on Saturday. Ocl; 40, from 9:00 to
1:00 al the Bridgewater Credit Union, rte, 28
North, Donuts and C()ff~einduded.

personals
1, I my new friends on second floor. Shea.
thanks for bemg there for me when I needed
youmost··you've made all the differenc~ in the
world. Luv ya··Chop Chop Di.
"Buck", Just wanted to thank you for a
beautiful weekend and for being there when I
really needed you. Write soon non. and always
remembl?r··llove you. Always your. "Bucko,"
"Beth Songer from Natick, please call 947·
9528. your dinner's getting cold."
Donna, here's your first juicy personal;
or,',"ge, tomato, V8"p.s, love that River Driver
to· ,ierwear. Mean Jean.
J;)an and Nina. llIcedancll1g withya at the Raj,
I wonder what shape the tables are in now.
Spam. Audrey, Moe, Ellen, etc., we have 10 get
together Mel, give it time. Coz·.,.good work at
the clambake, Johnny. What ,can I say'?
Three·· short ones in Pope. antics are just
beginning, The house mothers at Scott think
you. live there and for BaTh I'm sure y()u're
perll!C'tly trained. Joames our Howard
JOhns;m's women. MOI19/t··Jr. nighs a bit
you ng as for Me nexl wl;'ek I go lroril two to
three.

To my third Roommate: What's the scoop on
what's being mumbled around? Stand up for
what you believe in··oh, you were standing.
Never mind. Been cycling much with spikes?
Yau tard. See you, Bo, your buddy. .
Joanne, you're a whimpette. Could've used
you Sat. nite. From a whimp.
Anna,in memory of your birthday because this
is aU the present you're getting. Torn between
two lovers? Again? Luego ... Mucho:bambino.
the Ga,ng.

Sleezy; Welcone bock to another fun· filled
year at BSC! This' or-e will be even better
because we no longei!" h-ave to look at Farley! To my little honey Joe: I miss you with all my
-heart. Tbank you for such a sweet letter. I'm
Yeah l Take care and live it up··Doe
SUTe any girl would love to receive such a
This is a nice hello to OPAL 44 and all of his touching letter. My Joe, ] want to see you, to
little friends, but most of all to the pretty girl hold you, to touch you. Every thought in my
who drives the little red tomato can. From the; mind is of you.
Wild and Crazy GI,iIJ! .

Ct.lll 94i4696

after 5.

Hey F.B.··Happy 11 months. It's been great.
Keep those computer cards coming. Your
toast the other night was excellent. the future's
all ours. With you, England or anywhere,
would be superb. JRILY, MR. Brudney.

Lhear that d certain silly staff member has been
keeping a low profile.l know Ir.e atmosphere is
a little different here bu!']ef.l not lose the
craziness! One of these dbYs we're going to hit
Gellar's for M & M ice cream·you're welcome
to join us. LUV· "Andy Abrams"
Torn "The Mouth" Hart made it through the
whole game for once. Nice game Whitey.

. Totheoose in 215, whatta nose oops Imeari
know. Did you and E. Baby make up yet. Tell
Beasley to be the peace maker. No. I don't
nose whats up. So whatta ya doin. see ya real
soon. Just jess, Susie Scoop.
To Moe and rk,nna.-Hey girls when's the big
~edding? Will there be two m~ids of honor?
MOe·exactly what did' you have to do to get
that Busch hat? Did you show your assets?
Bye·-the Priestess.

I met you in Andy'sfoomThursday. You said
you neversawme before, but I s;)idl knewyou,
I just wanted to say hi. I didn't know your
nanw. Let's get together same place 1st floor
Durgin this Thursday. Bruce (the Dcetor)
.To all my "stiffy" r09mmate!:> at the iuneral
home. Hello 10 Ralph, Tracy, Skip, 31\C;;even
you JefL·H·O·G·H-O·G·H·O·G· regi'~ :i.;; a
stiff.

I

Rocky··Buy me a drink friday night at our usual
Jack, J wish there was another way to say it.
place. This is an official college· type personal. I But then again, plain and simple is the best···
' Simply, llove you. Karen. (MGD)
Bring me a ream!!! Friendly gaL

Mary, you don't know how great it is to have
you home with me. Thanks so much. Me and
you forever Babe. Now you can help me study.
That long year is over now, I love you. Thanks
again, Love ya always, S.T.

I

I

John, you sexy ,hunk of man, you. Those
golden locks really turn us on, Do you believe
in premarital sex? Happy Birthday, The Girls.
To the girls in room 89 .. You're the greatest . ' ,."
roomies there ever was. Thanks for your
understanding. Yes. you M, dnd S,
To my one and only, the love I have for you is
too complex to ever simply forget. I pray that I
can help you through this growing stage, l"d
never consider forgettng you. Love always.
S.C

Hi Rich and JOhn, from your new friend,
neighbor and local cheerleader.
To Mike 525 D, love to see the house pet in tr.e
penthouse. You know me··a friend of a fri<'nd
of a friend of your roommate. Need I say more?
Comeby your emotional rescue.

Addressers Wanted Immediately
Work at home· no experience
necessary- excellent PO_I/. Write:
National Service
9041 Mansfie)d~ Suite 2004
Shreveport, LA 71118

I miss you, being up here and you being way
down there. Everyone who knows me'
probably knows who this is but hey as "Rainy'"
wuld say. "Whata ya going to do huh?" Well if I
you don't know that I miss you everyone elsel
does so, chow baby, Miss you very much, its
right here in black ink. Your girl.

l:ARN $$ AND FREE TRIP1
lNeed campus representatives
to promote our student travel
programs.
Contact:

Jet-What a summer. Between Peter's death,
alligator bites, crazy enrollees, Timesheets
Ba, Miami, Hawaii, Macca quizzes, David'E
morbid morning .humor, Goon, shows, '1.
there a bihem in this reheum?'", Cetavision 1
and 2, its a wonder we survived, I guess yot
had to Hbe there,U I understand, do yOU!
Chauncey.

The American Student
Travel Center
151 Main Street
Winsted, CT 06098

Hey J.e.: everyone makes mistakes. Tell us.
does Jeff really snore in hiS sleep?; Carolyn
you've got really good hands. I just wish you
gave more than just back rub. Priscilla don't
worry you don't get sick every time. Lynn you
really bounce off the walls but remember only
bumbles bounce.

(203) 379~7508
(800) 243-2848 Toll Free

Keating Typing Service

Have you remembered what I asked you to
remember? If not, just remember. ,.It's
Monday and you're not here but we'll work this
and everything else aut...someday soon. xxx I
hope you realize you make my day. This is it.
Sweetie. Lily. Cin. xxx.
Skip, those cute red tights really turn the girls
on. Paul, girls never forget the first time, so bE
careful. Jeff, sleeping again, don't blame
desenex. TRacy,. what do you keep in those
blue shorts that interests Lisa? Hey' Ralph, '
Carolyn really turns you on? Kinky hair does
it?

He~ B.D., what's up? Haven't seen you ah:iiJnd

K and K and 0, Dont forget.·only one week left
to shop. If you need to borrow money··ask
Sen.Bob. Love that "Fatty Class" Where':; L·
Monster? Who's winning the contests?

Celeste Prett please call David Foley at 2688171.

To Maureen, Happy Birthday.from your
number one fan, All my love, Garfjeld.

Didi, Sue Paula, Bob, Annie, Diane, Dodie,
Jules, Darlene, nnd the rest of the second floor·
shea; Thanks for making my B"day the best.
Love· ya; Thank George' for the Tangarey.
Friends forever, Valsa.

Cath-·look up the weekenc;l is coming. Thanks,
Love ya. Pot.
To the girls in 112, welcome to BSC, We hope
you· will gel the dates straight on when
homecoming wiHbe, good luck and enjoy the
country club" The Cape Codders,
M.L., my main assistant: thanKS for'all the
help. You're awesome. with that machine.
Theme song: Oh
look what the paper's
done to us,· never thought we'd fall apart so
easily. Send·me a memo soon. Shark.

FREE Pick-up & Delivery
Themes, Manuscripts,
Resumes typed quickly,
accurately
Editing or criticism if desired
No job too BIG or too small
KEA TING HOME
TYPING SERVICE
588-9343

Rules for Classifieds:

in a while, Hope footbaH's going good and that
your still crazy. See you around sometime. C.

no,

Hey Cutie .Belink, you freshy, Rooah, Don't
drip that 4x5. I love you just the wPy you are.
Woodstock. Let's go to my Panorama. and let
the good times roiL Always remember 6·29· 79.
Happy 15th month. Love forever, your httle
Muba.

Dorothea; great frehsman year and this year is
starting off super. Mickey needs his
background painled"contact. comes to the
rescue everywhere, our 409 sure is ~Upside
Down" all set for a super year. Love ya, your
roomie.

Sly·l think this extra job will be able to help me
pay for those little things that I like to buy for
you. I'm sorry I don't believe in palmreaders.
.~~ ~. but I do believe in us. Just to remind you, I love
Stony, wanna go golling and melt af!IJr'JJards"?
you a great deal. Godzilla.
Supper was good though. KamakaziKat may
Barbara, You prep you, now that you're a star
be bac~. Beware of Deep Purple. Roomie
in your new TV, series are you gonna forget
Any person interested in forming a Bruce
old friends? Please tell EB. I didn't say hLIt's
·Springsteen club ,,11 campus call Bruce or Jim
jest signed, another tard.
325 Shea. This club entitles you to group rates
on lickets if you wish. The Doctor
To Mr. Walsh's five stooges. corpses in blue
shorts have more to offer than you guys. Can
Laura, Thank you for that special weekend.
you beat it Ralph! Get it! The Lover.
YOLl racy thing you. Geez irs getting cold in
here, sort of frigid. Hey do you know what B.B.
To my little Artichoke. it's been a fantastic
means"? I hope so bY,l10W, Lookout. Ah, I just
year. We've only just begun. Love always,
got a black eye, Can you count what the 70·1 is
Chubba,
-1 hope not. Ralph you he· man you.
HI you wild girls in 3b, guess who'? I'm really
Didk, Sue, Paula, Betsy, Jessie, Darlene,
glad we're all roommates, I also hope we all
Jules, Annie. Diana. Cara. Mary and Dodie.
continue our adventures, and our .Iate night
feasts, It sounds like one helluva year to me.
Thank you from making my birthday the
Yahoo. Love, Cyn, P.S. Work on the window,
BEST, (Thanks George for the t angarey·hope
'fe're friends forever.) i Iqve yil all Valsa P.S. I
please?

Su;zuki-.Alurrmi . don't get free· personals,· so
pay up. Thanks fClr the compliment on the ads·
·1 try real hard,L.B.

Seen any good Kangaroos lately?

Bob the pilot: what the hell is your job? A friend
who wants to know.

1.
2.
3.
4.

50 word limit.
2 classifieds per person.
Must be signed with name address and phone.
Deadline: Monday at noon.

Stony, we were outsmarted bya couple of
catsf

To my Itttle Buddy Dodie··l miss ya tons so
hurry and.get well soon. I have no one to go to
Burnell with now··OK Dodie·do? Love, Valsa.

Paul and Neil: Thanks so much for sharing
with me this adventure in living, Luvya, Karen.

Dear Janna; do yo thmk marn,,!}e is the
answer? Shouldn't we try dating first? Carolyn
[ want you to want me. Lisa. good girls don't,
so give up on Paul. Suzy, wuuldn't you like
Peter to play one on one with you? Love
Bunky,

Classified Ad Form
Circle heading:

for sale
housing

lost and found

wanted

personals

services
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